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When we decided to organize a breast aesthetics course for AICPE, we imagined that it would have a different approach compared to similar courses held in the past few years.

The course aims to focus on specific technical aspects of breast augmentation, giving knowledge to the attendees not only about techniques but also tips to improve the practical surgical approach.

The course is aimed at an international audience. ESAPS and SICPRE contribute to the level of the course together with the patronage of ANISC.

The event will take place in Palermo, in the breathtaking location of Mondello beach. Many national and international speakers will be hosted to share their experiences and discuss their experiences to achieve better results in cosmetic breast surgery.

The course is made up into two full days with live surgery and communications of expert surgeons on breast augmentation, giving to the attendees not only knowledge but also tips to improve the practical surgical approach.

Moreover, we want to encourage young surgeons writing on breast surgery with a dedicated award for young surgeons.

* Abbiamo istituito il seguente premio per i giovani chirurghi.

* Abbiamo istituito il seguente award for young surgeons.

Award name: Best Paper in Surgical Techniques Development Prize: 300 CHF (Swiss Francs) and a certificate

These are the pre-requisites to be eligible for this award:

Submit an updated scientific review on the long-term results of breast augmentation and prostheses, of which the first author is a young surgeon aged less than or equal to 35, also a specialist and who has enrolled in the course. Publication fee will be fully waived if your submission is officially accepted after peer-review in the Journal Surgical Techniques Development (waived values 1400 CHF).

Send your abstract to segreteria.aicpe@gmail.com

Submission date should be before 15 October 2023.
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14:00 Registrazione dei partecipanti
Registration

14:30 INTRODUZIONE AL CORSO
Course presentation
Egidio Riggio, Giovanni Zabbia

14:35-15:00 TAVOLA ROTONDA
Clinical cases presentation and surgical planning discussion
Moderatori / Chairmen: Adriana Cordova, Claudio Bernardi

PRIMO CASO OPERATORIO
First Surgical Case
Natalia Di Grazia (specializzando/resident)
Speaker: Pierfrancesco Cirillo, Paolo Montemurro, Egidio Riggio, Enzo Mannino

SECONDO CASO OPERATORIO
Second Surgical Case
Mara Franza (specializzando/resident)
Speaker: Pierfrancesco Cirillo, Patrick Mallucci, Paolo Montemurro, Giovanni Zabbia

15:00 LETTURA: Aspetti estetici in chirurgia ricostruttiva mammaria
LECTURE: Aesthetic aspect in breast reconstructive surgery
Francesco Moschella

15:10 Saluti di Benvenuto del Presidente AICPE
Welcome greetings from AICPE President
Claudio Bernardi

15:15 SALUTI DELLE AUTORITÀ
Greetings of Authorities
Salvatore Iacolino
Direttore Generale Assessorato Salute
General Director of Health Department

Marcello Ciaccio
Presidente Scuola di Medicina e Chirurgia di Palermo,
President of the School of Medicine and Surgery of Palermo

Maurizio Montalbano
Commissario straordinario A.O.U. Policlinico P. Giaccone,
CEO of the A.O.U. Policlinico P. Giaccone

15:30 PRESENTAZIONE DEL PRESIDENTE ESAPS
Report from joint breast implant Registries, lessons learned?
Birgit Stark

Disponibile traduzione simultanea eng-ita
Available simultaneous translation eng-ita
Apertura dei lavori e introduzione alla seconda giornata
Opening session and introduction of the 2nd day
Claudio Bernardi

8:30-10:30
CHIRURGIA DAL VIVO: 1° SESSIONE
LIVE SURGERY: SESSION 1
Moderatori / Chairmen Adriana Cordova, Pierfrancesco Cirillo, Paolo Montemurro

PRESENTAZIONE CASI LIVE SURGERY E COLLEGAMENTO CON LA SALA OPERATORIA
Surgical case presentation and surgical planning
Surgical team:
Egidio Riggio, Alessandro Masellis - Special Guest Mario Pelle Ceravolo
INIZIO INTERVENTO
Start Live Surgery
Q&A

10:30 COFFEE BREAK
11:00-13:30
CHIRURGIA DAL VIVO: 2° SESSIONE
LIVE SURGERY: SESSION 2
Moderatori / Chairmen Claudio Bernardi, Francesco Stagno D’Alcontres, Patrick Mallucci

PRESENTAZIONE CASO LIVE: PLANNING OPERATORIO
Surgical case presentation and surgical planning
Surgical team:
Giovanni Zabbia, Enzo Mannino - Special Guest Mario Pelle Ceravolo
INIZIO INTERVENTO
Start Live Surgery
Q&A

13:30 LUNCH BREAK
14:30-15:30
MASTOPLASTICA ADDITIVA II: tecniche e strategie di successo
BREAST AUGMENTATION II: Successful techniques and strategies
Moderatori / Chairmen Adriana Cordova, Paolo Montemurro, Giovanni Zabbia

14:30 Mastoplastica additiva transascellare primaria e secondaria
Primary and secondary transaxillary breast augmentation
Jesus Benito Ruiz
14:45 Prevenire il bottoming-out e l’animation deformity: quando e come
Prevention of bottoming out and animation deformity: How and When
Egidio Riggio
15:00 Esperienza nell’utilizzo delle protesi in poliuretano
Experience using polyurethane implants: aesthetic outcome
Mario Pelle Ceravolo

15:15 Tecnica muscle-splitting rivisitata
Muscle-splitting technique revisited
Henrique Cintra
15:30 Discussione - Discussion
15:45-16:45
MASTOPLASTICA ADDITIVA III: risultati
BREAST AUGMENTATION III: results
Moderatori / Chairmen Francesco Stagno D’Alcontres, Claudio Bernardi, Egidio Riggio
15:45 Le dimensioni contano nei risultati?
Does size matter in the results?
Pierfrancesco Cirillo
16:00 Outcome a lungo termine: quale sede di impianto può considerarsi la migliore.
La mia esperienza
Long-term outcome: which implant site can be considered the best. My experience
Patrick Mallucci
16:15 Come migliorare i risultati dell’aumento del seno con l’innesto di grasso
How to improve Breast augmentation results with fat grafting
Katarina Andjelkov
16:30 Discussione - Discussion
16:45 COFFEE BREAK
17:15-18:15
MASTOPESSI CON PROTESI
MASTOPEXY WITH PROSTHESIS
Moderatori / Chairmen Francesco Stagno D’Alcontres, Birgit Stark, Giovanni Zabbia
17:15 Mastopessi periareolare o cicatrice verticale nei casi borderline
Periareolar or vertical scar mastopexy: borderline cases
Patrick Mallucci
17:30 Mastopessi con protesi: la mia tecnica
Mastopexy with implants: my technique
Paolo Montemurro
17:45 Mastopessi con protesi: casi difficili
Mastopexy with implants: challenging cases
Mario Pelle Ceravolo
18:00 Discussione - Discussion
18:15-18:45
CONTROVERSIE NELLA MASTOPLASTICA ADDITIVA
CONTROVERSIES IN BREAST AUGMENTATION
Advocatus Diaboli Mario Pelle Ceravolo
Versus Patrick Mallucci, Paolo Montemurro, Egidio Riggio, Giovanni Zabbia
18:45 Chiusura dei lavori e ringraziamenti
Disclosure session
Egidio Riggio, Giovanni Zabbia

Disponibile traduzione simultanea eng-ita
Available simultaneous translation eng-ita
Evento accreditato ECM - 12 crediti ECM
N° massimo partecipanti: 80

Provider ECM Agenas IDEAS GROUP ID: 352
Figure professionali accreditate: Medico Chirurgo - tutte le discipline
L’assegnazione dei crediti formativi è subordinata alla presenza effettiva dei partecipanti al 100% dei lavori e alle attività didattiche previste. È inoltre obbligatoria la rilevazione delle presenze, la compilazione dei questionari da riconsegnare in Segreteria al termine dei lavori.